The consistency of precipitation variability estimated from the multiple satellite-based observing 10 systems is assessed. There is generally good agreement between TRMM TMI, SSM/I, GPCP and AMSRE
The aim of the present study is to evaluate the observed global response of precipitation and its extremes 
Datasets and methods

63
Ideally, observed precipitation data over the whole globe will be helpful in studying the spatial 64 distribution of precipitation and its response to changing climate, but few datasets covering both the global 65 land and ocean are available. Most satellites sensors may only reliably retrieve precipitation over the ice-66 free oceans.
67
The SSM/I (Special Sensor Microwave Imager) is a seven-channel, four-frequency, orthogonally 68 polarized, passive microwave radiometric sensor system [Wentz and Spencer, 1998; Vila et al., 2010] 69 covering the global ice-free ocean and it has been operated on different DMSP (Defense Meteorological 
82
The AMSRE (Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer -Earth Observing System) [Lobl, 2001] 83 instrument measures geophysical fields related to the earth's water cycle including precipitation rate over 84 the global ice-free ocean. The AMSRE dataset is retrieved from a twelve-channel, six-frequency, passive 85 microwave radiometer which has a spatial sampling interval from 5 km to 10 km. The spatial resolution of 86 AMSRE data is double that of SSM/I data.
87
The TRMM 3B42 (Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission) dataset is a TRMM 88 adjusted merged-infrared (IR) precipitation dataset using multi-satellite datasets including TMI (TRMM Global Precipitation Climatology Centre [Adler et al., 2003 ].
97
The data period available for this study and their properties are listed in Table 1 . Not all of these datasets 98 listed in Table 1 interpolated from the original N128 reduced Gaussian grid (~ 0.7 o ).
122
In order to study the precipitation (P) variation and its relationship with the surface temperature (T), P is 123 also divided into percentile bins in ascending order calculated from all valid data points in a month, and 124 the anomaly time series of P averaged over the percentile bin is calculated for each percentile bin. The bins to capture the long tail in the distribution at high rain rates.
131
To study the effect of temporal resolution on the observed P-T relationships, the daily data is also 132 integrated to 3 days, 5 days, 10 days and monthly data respectively. Then the integrated precipitations over respectively. In both temporal and spatial integrations, the total mean precipitation rates are kept same. global precipitation and its variability to the choice of satellite dataset applied over the oceans.
151
Mean surface temperature from ERA INTERIM and mean precipitation from all datasets listed in Table   152 1 are plotted in Figure 1 . Both global and land temperatures ( Figure 1a) show strong seasonal variations. 
222
The deseasonalized anomaly time serieses for both temperature and precipitation are plotted in Figure 2 . 
240
This may because we only used F08, F11 and F13 datasets and HOAPS used all available SSM/I data. All datasets show consistent variability (after the HOAPS anomalies are reduced by a factor of 3) after 1997 except for 242 the TRMM 3B42 dataset which is at odd with the other datasets. This has been reported by Huffman et al.
243
[2007] (see their Figure 8 ) and it is mainly due to the AMSU-B rain estimates because the existing AMSU-
244
B algorithm failed to detect light rain over oceans, particularly in the subtropical highs. This bias will be In order to illustrate the relations between the total P and T anomalies, the scatter plot is shown in Figure   259 3. The datasets and the period used for this plot are listed in Table 2 , together with the gradient dP % /dT The value is reduced from 6.0 %/K to 3.6 %/K using the longer GPCP record; this may 268 relate to the data quality before 1998 but also highlights the limitations of considering short records. Our detailed 269 analysis (not shown here) shows the correlation between P and T is strong after 1998 for the monthly GPCP data, 270 but it is very weak before 1998. So the correlation for the longer dataset is reduced. The dP % /dT values also considered. Over the tropical land, the correlations are also significant and very close, but they are 278 negative and slightly lower in magnitude than that over the tropical ocean (dP % /dT is around -8 to -11%/K) 279 shows where non-zero boundary is reached. The population of zero precipitation points is dataset dependent due to 317 different retrieving algorithms. The difference also becomes smaller as the integration period increases but is 318 particularly prominent for the daily time-scale where the data actually consists of satellite swaths, more comparable 319 to 30-minute sampling [Wilcox and Donner, 2007] . 320
The difference in precipitation intensity distributions among datasets becomes smaller as the temporal integration 321 period increases, but they are separated into two groups. The purely microwave-based retrievals from AMSRE, TMI 322 and SSM/I produce systematically lower daily precipitation than the blended datasets from GPCP, HOAPS and 323 TRMM 3B42. This discrepancy does not rely on the satellite orbits as discussed in section 2. A possible explanation 324 is that the blended products contain a certain degree of implicit averaging in time and space, thereby increasing the 325 frequency of light rainfall and decreasing the intensity of heavy rainfall. Indeed the differences diminish with greater 326 temporal averaging. There is a near linear increase in logarithmic scale at high percentile bins, but drops quickly at 327 the smaller percentile bins. Of course, this will depend on the definition of bin width. On the other hand, the passive 328 microwave algorithm cannot detect rainfall less than 0.1mm/hr which is why the cut-off values for AMSRE, SSM/I 329 and SSMIS in Figure 4a are much higher than those for blended datasets (GPCP and TRMM 3B42). The small 330 precipitation values in the plot are generated artificially from the average process. 
352
The spatial resolution effect on mean precipitation is also tested for AMSRE and SSM/I datasets (not integration periods of one day, five days and one month, are listed in Table 3 for the seven datasets in heavy precipitation rate as shown in Table 3 : for daily data over the percentile bin of 99-100, the 362 precipitation is reduced from 142 mm/day to 44 mm/day. Figure 4 and 374 
375
The response of the intensity distribution of precipitation to climate variability is analyzed in this section. We use 376 the linear least squares sensitivity (dP/dT) of P and T anomalies across percentile bins of P to quantify the response. 377
The relative dP/dT is named dP % /dT defined as: 378 dP % (bin)/dT=(1/P(bin))(dP(bin)/dT) (1) 379 where the mean precipitation intensity distribution, P(bin) is displayed in Figure 4 and T is the mean 380 temperature (global or tropical, land or ocean). The GPCP data is used to study the dP % /dT variations globally 381 and over the tropics, over ocean and land. The dP % /dT response over the tropical ocean is fully investigated in the 382 next section. 383
The dP % /dT is calculated using the daily 1 o resolution data and the results are shown in Figure 5 . Figure 5a is for 384 the whole globe, the global ocean and the global land respectively. The solid dots represent the significant 385 correlations after applying a two-tailed test using Pearson critical values at the significance level of 5%. All three 386 areas show a positive precipitation response to warming over the higher percentile bins and negative responses over 387 the lower bins. However, only the global and global ocean responses for the heavier precipitation bins are 388 statistically significant. There is no significant response over the global land at all and the response over the highest 389 percentile bins is close to zero, due to complicated response mechanisms over different land areas [Trenberth and 390 rainfall with lower soil moisture is associated with enhanced surface heating by solar radiation while over other 392 regions, with ample moisture availability, warmer temperatures may be associated with more low level water vapor 393 and higher precipitation intensity. The response over the global ocean is thus higher than that over the whole globe. The dP % /dT from SSM/I is always positive because the SSM/I data are less sensitive to light precipitation and have large 462 percentage of zero precipitation grid points (see Figure 4a) . The spatial integration effect on dP % /dT is also investigated using the daily data and plotted in Spatial averaging has a similar effect to the temporal averaging shown in Figure 6 . The spatial integration effect on 497 SSM/I data (Figure 7c ) is also profound, particularly between the 0.25 o and 1 o resolutions, but the effect on GPCP 498 data is relatively small (Figure 7d ). This may be because the GPCP dataset combines multi-satellite products and 499 some spatiotemporal integration may have been implicitly applied during processing. Based on this analysis, it 500 appears that the GPCP, TMI and AMSRE datasets are reasonably consistent in their characteristics. 501 502
c. Threshold 503 504
Both temporal and spatial integrations have profound effects on the study of precipitation response to temperature. 505
The threshold precipitation percentile bins separating the negative and positive responses are plotted in Figure 8 .
506
Figure 8a is the threshold variation with time integration period for three datasets (GPCP, AMSRE and TMI) over 507 the tropical ocean at 1 o resolution. Both AMSRE and TMI agree well, but the GPCP has a lower threshold, again 508 thought to relate to the more complex methodology applied to this dataset. The spread of the threshold value due to 509 time integration is comparable with that of using different datasets. Figure 8b is from TMI for different spatial 510 integrations. The spatial integration effect is smaller than that of time integration. The influence of resolution on the 511 precipitation percentile threshold below which negative dP/dT occurs is strong for the daily data (Figure 8b, inset) . 512
As expected, both temporal and spatial integrations reduce the frequency of high and zero precipitation rates, 513 therefore shifting the threshold bin to the lower end of the precipitation distribution. Figure 9 . The calculations are carried out using daily, 5-day and monthly data at 1 o spatial 537 resolution from the TMI dataset. The integration on the left panel (Figure 9a ) is from the first precipitation percentile 538 bin (0%) to a variable percentile bin used as the x-axis (hereafter 0-bin integration). The integration on the right 539 panel (Figure 9b ) is from a variable percentile bin to percentile100 (hereafter bin-100 integration). For the 0-bin 540 regime. It is clear that the correlation is negative until percentile 96% for the daily integration, slightly higher than 542 the value found by Pall et al. [2007] for climate model data. The temporal integration greatly reduces the negative 543 correlation and shifts the threshold location to the much lower percentile bins, as suggested by Allan et al. [2010] . 544
For daily integration there is big jump over the first few valid data points where the non-zero precipitation begins. 545
The variation of this location causes the big jump due to lower value of mean precipitation and big standard 546 deviation over these percentile bins (75-82% Figure 9 . dP % /dT calculated from TMI data with 1 o resolution for integration period of 1 day, 5days and one 569 month. Left panel is integrated from the first percentile bin (0%) to a variable percentile bin, the right panel is 570 integrated from a variable percentile bin to percentile 100. The X axis is the variable percentile bin. As before, the 571 symbols represent points having significant correlations between precipitation and the temperature. 572 573
For the bin-100 integration, the first data points are identical to the last data points of 0-bin integration (both are 574 tropical ocean mean). They are the relations for total precipitation and temperature. Over the big percentile bins on 575 the right end, the relations are for the heaviest precipitation and they are significantly positive as shown in Figures 6 576 and 7. As explained, the jumps happen when non-zero precipitation rate starts for daily integrated data. It is clearly 577 seen that time-integration of the data explains the reduction of this critical threshold from around the 96 th percentile 578 for daily data down to around the 60 th percentile for monthly data (Figure 9a) . Again, the "daily" satellite data may 579 behave more like hourly snap-shots; using model daily data, Pall et al. [2007] found the threshold to be closer to the 580 90 th percentile of precipitation intensity. 581 582 583 7. Summary 585
586
Climate model projections of substantial future changes in intense precipitation and drought are of immediate 587 concern to society [Meehl et al., 2007] . Though the variations and responses of precipitation on the interannual time 588 scale might be quite different from those on the decadal and long-term time scales given likely different physical 589 mechanisms, it is still important to be able to verify and understand the physical processes responsible for these 590 anticipated changes through careful use of well-calibrated and well-characterized observing systems. While rain 591 gauge data provides "ground truth" [Zhang et al., 2007; Min et al., 2011] and physically-based metric to consider [Held and Soden, 2006] . Much of the response is determined by strong co-604 variability in tropical ocean P and T (dP/dT ranges from 10-30%/K depending upon time-period and dataset) which 605 is offset by anti-correlation over land of around -10%/K, consistent with previous analysis . In 606 agreement with previous studies, warming during El Nino is associated with greater precipitation over the tropical 607 oceans and less rainfall over land Gu et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2008] ; cause and effect over land 608 is ambiguous since over some regions, less cloud and rain is conducive to enhanced surface heating while over moist 609 tropical regimes, warmer temperatures may be associated with more convective rainfall [Trenberth and Shea, 2005] . 610
Variability between TRMM TMI, SSM/I, GPCP and AMSRE datasets is generally consistent over the tropical 611 ocean over the period 1997-2008 but the HOAPS dataset appears to overestimate the magnitude and the TRMM 612 3B42 dataset produces unrealistic variability. It will be useful to include TRMM radar precipitation data in future 613 studies as both TRMM TMI and TRMM PR have good agreement [Lau and Wu, 2011] . Over the land, GPCP and 614 TRMM 3B42 are in reasonable agreement. However, it is noted that many of the datasets are not independent of one 615
another. 616
Comparing the intensity distribution of P and its response to interannual changes in surface temperature between 617 datasets reveals large differences. The heaviest percentiles of P over the tropical ocean become more intense with 618 warming in all datasets at the rate of about 15-20%/K, consistent with some land-based estimates [Lenderink and 619 van Meijgaard, 2010] and with modeling studies [Sugiyama et al., 2010] . At lower P percentiles there are large 20 differences between datasets although below the 80 th percentile of daily P intensity the AMSR-E and TMI estimates 621 exhibit a significant decline in P intensity with warming. The GPCP, TMI and AMSRE datasets appear reasonably 622 consistent in the characteristics of rainfall intensity responses to surface temperature changes. 623
To understand the reasons for the differing responses amongst datasets, the time and space averaging is analysed, 624 motivated by the sizable differences in mean precipitation intensity distributions amongst datasets and its 625 dependence upon spatial and temporal resolution. Time-averaging of the data, and to a lesser extent, spatial 626 integration of the data leads to (i) greater agreement between datasets and (ii) a reduction of the critical precipitation 627 percentile threshold, below which precipitation intensity generally declines with warming. Based upon this analysis, 628 there is some indication that blended products such as GPCP have introduced an implicit spatial and temporal 629 averaging effect upon the data, such that the 1 degree daily data may in reality represent a larger spatial and 630 temporal average. It should also be noted that although we term the 0.25 degree satellite estimates as daily data, in 631 fact these are snap-shots coinciding with satellite overpasses and are therefore closer to hourly estimates [Field and 632 Shutts, 2009; Wilcox and Donner, 2008] . 633
We find that choosing a spatial resolution of 1 degree and time-averaging of 5-days increases consistency between 634 datasets, compared to 0.25 degree daily data, and may be the most useful scales to consider in comparing with the 635 climate model outputs. For this configuration, the precipitation intensity bin threshold, separating the contrasting 636 wet and dry regime responses to warming/cooling cycles is around the 80 th percentile for AMSR-E and TMI but is 637 less coherent and lower (30%) for GPCP data. Considering the wet and dry regimes separately, separated by the 60 th 638 P percentile, the 5-day average, 1 degree TMI data exhibits a coherent drying of the dry regime at the rate of -639 20%/K and the wet regime becomes wetter at a similar rate (just below 20%/K). In future work we hope to apply 640 these techniques to assess the responses of climate model simulations of daily precipitation using the GPCP and 641 microwave-based datasets (e.g. TMI, AMSR-E) described in the current paper. It will also be important to consider 642 the physical basis for such changes, for example, relating to moisture transport [Held and Soden, 2006 down by a factor of 3 to improve the clarity of the plot. 820 Left panel is integrated from the first percentile bin (0%) to a variable percentile bin, the right panel is integrated 844 from a variable percentile bin to percentile 100. The X axis is the variable percentile bin. As before, the symbols 845 represent points having significant correlations between precipitation and the temperature. 846 847
